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The order in which the threads will execute the code in 
the critical section
 busy-waiting: thread 0 is first, then thread 1, then thread 2, …
 mutex: left to chance and the system

This doesn’t matter for estimating  since addition is 
commutative

However, it matters sometimes, so we need to control 
the order

Problem of execution order
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Suppose each thread generates an nn matrix
Suppose threads multiply the matrices in thread-rank 
order
 matrix multiplication isn’t commutative

Example – matrix multiplication
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Suppose 
 thread 0 to send a message to thread 1, …
 thread t-1 to send a message to thread 0

Another example – sending messages
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When running the program with multiple threads, some 
of the messages are never received

To fix the problem, we may use busy-waiting
 but, there are still problems busy-waiting has

Instead, we’d like to “notify” the thread with rank dest
that it can proceed to print the message
 but, it’s not at all clear how mutexes can be of help here
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Suppose that the main thread creates and initializes an 
array of mutexes, one for each thread
 thread 0 reaches the second call to pthread_mutex_lock (Line 7) 

before thread 1 reaches the first (Line 2)
 thread 0 acquires the lock and continue to the printf statement
 thread 0 dereferences a null pointer, and it will crash
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Different mean of controlling access to critical sections
A special type of unsigned int
 so, it can take on the values 0, 1, 2, . . . .
 in most cases, it takes on the values 0 and 1 (binary semaphore)
 roughly speaking, 0 corresponds to a locked mutex
 roughly speaking, 1 corresponds to an unlocked mutex

To use a binary semaphore as a mutex
 initialize a semaphore to 1 (unlocked)
 call the function sem_wait before the critical section

• will block, if the semaphore is 0
• will decrease the semaphore, if the semaphore is nonzero

 call the function sem_post after the critical section
• will increase the semaphore
• so, a thread waiting in sem_wait can proceed

Semaphore
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Crucial difference between semaphores and mutexes
 there is no ownership associated with a semaphore
 main thread can initialize all of the semaphores to 0 (locked)
 any thread can execute a sem_post on any of the semaphores
 similarly, any thread can execute sem_wait on any of the 

semaphores

Semaphore functions
 note : semaphores are not part of Pthreads
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Producer-consumer synchronization
 thread my_rank couldn’t proceed until thread source had finished 

creating the message
 more generally, a thread can’t proceed until another thread has 

taken some action
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No thread can proceed beyond the barrier until all the 
threads have reached it
 use case 1: when timing some part of a multithreaded program
 use case 2: when debugging a multithreaded program

• it can be very difficult to determine where an error is occurring in a 
parallel program

Many implementations of Pthreads don’t provide 
barriers
 we need to develop our own implementation

Barrier
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Use a shared counter protected by the mutex
 the counter indicates # of threads entered into the critical section
 threads can leave a busy-wait loop when counter = # threads

Approach 1: using busy-waiting and a mutex
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Performance problems by using the busy-wait loop

Second barrier problem: can we reuse the counter?
 any attempt to reset counter to zero is almost certainly doomed to 

failure
 case 1 : the last thread to enter the loop tries to reset it

• some threads in the busy-wait may never see the fact that counter == 
thread count

• those threads may hang in the busy-wait
 case 2 : some thread tries to reset it after the barrier

• some other threads may enter the second barrier before the counter is 
reset 

• their increments to the counter will be lost

 so, we need one counter variable for each instance of the barrier
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Approach 2: using semaphores
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One counter and two semaphores
 counter : determines how many threads have entered the barrier
 count_sem : protects the counter
 barrier_sem : blocks threads that have entered the barrier

sem_post(&barrier_sem) 
 all the other threads blocked by sem_wait(&barrier_sem) see 

that barrier_sem becomes positive by sem_post(&barrier_sem)
 they will decrease barrier_sem and proceed

Superiority to the busy-wait barrier
 threads don’t need to consume CPU cycles when they’re blocked in 

sem_wait
 counter and count_sem can be reused

However, we still cannot reuse barrier_sem
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Condition variable 
 a data object that allows a thread to suspend execution until a 

certain event or condition occurs
 when the event or condition occurs, another thread can signal the 

thread to “wake up” 
 a condition variable is always associated with a mutex

Approach 3 : using condition variables
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Condition variables and functions (supported by Pthreads)
 type : pthread_cond_t
 pthread_cond_signal

• unblock one of the blocked threads

 pthread_cond_broadcast
• unblock all of the blocked threads

 pthread_cond_wait
• unlock the mutex referred to by mutex_p

• cause the executing thread to block until it is unblocked by another thread’s 
call to pthread_cond_signal or pthread_cond_broadcast
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It is possible that events other than the call to 
pthread_cond_broadcast can cause a suspended thread to 
unblock
Hence, the call to pthread_cond_wait should be placed in a while 
loop
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It is essential that the call to pthread_cond_wait
unlock the mutex
 otherwise, only one thread could enter the barrier
 also, all of the other threads block in the call to 

pthread_mutex_lock

mutex is relocked before we return from the call to 
pthread_cond_wait
 i.e., we “obtained” the lock when we returned from the call to 

pthread_mutex_lock

 hence, we should at some point “relinquish” the lock through a call 
to pthread_mutex_unlock
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Functions
 Member()
 Insert()
 Delete()

Member()

Example: linked list
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Insert()
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Delete()
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Member () : read-only op., no conflict
Insert() / Delete() : write op., may be problems

A multithreaded linked list
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 e.g.1, 
• thread 0 is executing Member (5) 

and thread 1 is executing Delete (5)
• 5 may be deleted even before 

thread 0 returns

 e.g.2,
• thread 0 is executing Member (8)
• thread 1 free the memory used for 

the node storing 5 before thread 0 
advance to the node storing 8

• the memory is reallocated before 
thread 0 advances

• what thread 0 “thinks” is the next 
member may be set to utter 
garbage

dereferencing curr_p may result 
in a segmentation violation
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Simple solution (coarse-grained locking)
 simply lock the list any time that a thread attempts to access it

Pros 
 if most of our operations are calls to Insert() and Delete(), 

then this may be the best solution
 we’ll need to serialize access to the list for most of the operations

Cons
 if the vast majority of our operations are calls to Member(), we’ll fail 

to exploit this opportunity for parallelism
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Alternative solution (fine-grained locking)
 first lock the mutex associated with a node, instead of locking the 

entire list 

Pros
 we are only locking the nodes of current interest
 so, multiple threads can simultaneously access different parts of the 

list, regardless of which operations are executed

Cons
 implementation is much more complex than the original Member() 
 it is much slower, since a mutex must be locked and unlocked for 

each access to a node
 the addition of a mutex field to each node substantially increase the 

amount of storage needed for the list
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Somewhat like a mutex except that it provides two lock 
functions
 read-lock function : locks for reading

• multiple threads can simultaneously obtain this lock
 write-lock function : locks for writing

• only one thread can obtain this lock
• any other threads that want to obtain the lock for reading/writing will block

Pthreads read-write locks
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Syntax
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Test for knowing which of the three implementations is 
“best”

Performance of the various implementations
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Case of one thread
 the read-write locks and the one mutex for entire list are about the 

same (relatively fast)
• the operations are serialized (no contention for the read-write lock or 

the mutex)
 however, one mutex per node is much slower

Case of multiple threads
 case 1 (very few Inserts and Deletes): the read-write lock is far 

better than the one mutex for entire list
 case 2 (a relatively large number of Inserts and Deletes): there is 

very little difference between both

Note
 one mutex (either for entire list or per node) approach is always as 

fast or faster when it’s run with one thread

Analysis of results
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The original Pthreads specification didn’t include read-
write locks
 a typical implementation defines a data structure that uses two 

condition variables (one for readers and one for writers) and a mutex
 the structure also contains members that indicate

• how many readers own the lock, that is, are currently reading,
• how many readers are waiting to obtain the lock,
• whether a writer owns the lock, and
• how many writers are waiting to obtain the lock.

 the mutex protects the read-write lock data structure
• whenever a thread calls one of the functions (read-lock, write-lock, 

unlock), it first locks the mutex
• whenever a thread completes one of these calls, it unlocks the mutex

Implementing read-write locks
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Cache memory considers the principles of temporal 
and spatial locality
 a cache line (or cache block) : a unit block of memory to be 

transferred

Cache coherence
 the use of cache coherence can have a dramatic effect on the 

performance of shared-memory systems
 e.g., Pthreads matrix-vector multiplication

• main thread initialized an mn matrix A and an n-dimensional vector x
• each thread computes m/t components of the product vector y = Ax
• the data structures representing A, x, y, m, and n were all shared

Cache memory
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The differences among 8M8, 8K8K, and 88M are 
partially attributable to cache performance
 8M8: a lot of write-misses occur at Line 9

• write-miss : a core tries to update a variable that’s not in the cache
 88M: a lot of read-misses occur at Line 11 (due to x)

• read-miss : a core tries to read a variable that’s not in the cache
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Bad efficiency of 88M due to false sharing
 cache coherence is enforced at the “cache-line level”
 entire y fits in a single cache line (when y is double)
 every write to some element of y will invalidate the line in the other 

processor’s cache
 all the threads will have to reload y many times

• each thread will update its assigned components of y a total of 16M times
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A block of code is thread-safe 
 if it can be simultaneously executed by multiple threads without 

causing problems

Simple approach for file tokenization
 concept: divide the input file into lines of text and assign the lines to 

the threads in a round-robin fashion
 the code (Lines 9 to 11) forces the threads to sequentially access to 

the lines of input using semaphores
 main thread has initialized an array of t semaphores

• thread 0’s semaphore is initialized to 1
• all the other semaphores are initialized to 0

 after a thread has read a single line of input, it can tokenize the line 
by using strtok()

Thread safety
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The first time execution : results are correct

The second time execution : results are incorrect
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Reason of the problem
 strtok() caches the input line by declaring a variable to have static 

storage class
 this cached string is shared
 thread 0’s call to strtok with the third line of the input has apparently 

overwritten the contents of thread 1’s call with the second line

Solution
 using the thread-safe strtok_r() function

• “_r” means reentrant
• the 3rd argument is used for keeping track of where the function is in 

the input string
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